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Senior Adventures In Learning
WINTER Term 2017 Registration
Name_________________________
Last

__________________________
First

Address___________________________________________________________
City:___________________________ State: FL
Phone: (

For our records…Let us know if you
worship with a local congregation.
(Affiliation not required):
_______________________________

Zip: ______________

) ___________________

I am a previous S.A.I.L. Participant and I turned in my nametag.
I am a previous S.A.I.L. Participant…I have my nametag and will bring it.
This is my first registration and I need a nametag OR I lost my nametag.
My nametag should read (if not as above): First: ___________________ Last: ______________________
Please enroll me in the following classes. I have inserted the course number next to the appropriate day and hour of
the class. In the event of over-registration of any class, enrollment will be based on the date of postmark.
Tuesday Classes: 9:00 a.m. __________ 10:00 a.m. __________ 11:00 a.m. ____________ 12:30 p.m. __________
Wednesday Classes: 9:00 a.m._________ 10:00 a.m. __________ 11:00 a.m._____________ 12;30 p.m. _________

A very special THANK YOU to our SPONSOR for the WINTER term of SAIL…

ASCENSION CATHOLIC CHURCH
Please show them your appreciation!

Enclosed is my check or money order for:

$________ $30.00 One Day a Week Registration Fee
$________ $45.00 Two or Three Days a Week Registration Fee
$________ $ 5.00 Coffee Club. You may contribute daily if you prefer.
$________ For Textbooks or other fees required for my course selections (See Brochure)
$

TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATION for SAIL expenses. No gift is too small!

$________ Memorial Donation: In Memory of ______________________________________________________
$________ TOTAL: Make check payable to S.A.I.L of Melbourne Inc.

Emergency Contact: Name ____________________ Phone # __________________________

□ I will volunteer to teach a class next term.

□ I will volunteer to help with registration, set up and/or clean up.

Subject:_____________________________________________________________

Mail This Registration Form To:
S.A.I.L. of
Melbourne, 3942
Dr.
Senior
Adventures
In Orchard
Learning
Melbourne FL 32940

VERY IMPORTANT INFO~PLEASE READ
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VERY IMPORTANT~PLEASE READ!!!
♦ The WINTER Term will be every Tuesday beginning January 16, and every

Wednesday beginning January 17 for eight consecutive weeks.
♦ Classes will be held at Ascension Catholic Church, 2950 N Harbor City Blvd. (US1),

Melbourne, 32935. Ascension is located just south of US 1 and Parkway. You may
turn on Parkway to get to the church parking lot. Go to the Parish Hall to get name
tags, coffee and classroom locations.
♦ Call Beverly Wheeler at 321-626-5062 for directions and other information.
♦ IMPORTANT NOTE: Please mail the registration form by December 31, 2017 so the

director has time to process your registration. You may also register in person the
first day of classes. Late registrations are always welcome!
♦ Classes begin at 9:00, 10:00, and 11:00 a.m., and 12:30 p.m.
♦ There is a registration fee that covers the entire 8-week program of $30.00, for one

day, or two days for $45.00.
♦

Some classes require textbooks. Most or the textbooks are available on Amazon. If
you want the director to order your book include your payment for the book and
mail your registration early so your book will be available when classes start.

♦ Please register early for the best selection. Early registration is also very helpful to

the program director as she prepares for a successful term.
♦

To register by mail, refer to this Schedule, make your course selection for each day and
hour, complete the registration form, enclose your check payable to Senior Adventures In
Learning of Melbourne and mail to the address at the bottom of the registration form.

♦

New Classes: Classes marked with an *are being offered for the first time.

♦ Lunch: We will have a “bring your own” brown bag lunch together at 12 noon on

Tuesdays and Wednesdays. You may also purchase fruit, yogurt or snacks.
♦

Coffee Club: Coffee and tea is provided for $5.00 per term or you may choose to make a
contribution daily.

A Special Thank You to all of you who have made donations to Senior Adventures In Learning (SAIL).
We cannot operate on registration fees alone! All donations are tax deductible because we are a 501 (C)(3) nonprofit charitable organization. A copy of the official registration and financial information may be obtained from the
Division of Consumer Services by calling toll free within the state (1-800-435-7325).

~ Senior Adventures In Learning E-Mail address: sailofmelbourne@gmail.com
~ Senior Adventures In Learning Web Site address: www.sailofmelbourne.org

New Phone Number for SAIL- 321-626-5062
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Tuesday Classes
9:00 a.m.
*204TA ZUMBA® : It’s 45-50 minutes of ‘ExerciZe in DisguiZe’ with Zumba® with Ro! Hate to exercise? Then you’ll love this
dance fitness class. Ro creates easy to follow dance moves using a variety of your favorite music from all the decades, designed to
work, strengthen and tone your entire body. Each class is a PARTY and you can join anytime! All ages are welcome! Ro is HIGH
energy, but the moves are LOW impact keeping it easy on the knees and joints! (No Bouncing or Jumping! Unless, of course,
YOU want too!)
365TA Rise Up with a Listening Heart (reprise of a much-loved 2012 class): So often in the rush and bustle of our busyness we
miss the best of life-the sights and sounds and silences that can breathe new meaning into our experience of the world. Once
again, Tessa Scarboro leads this class with inspiration from the Monks of New Skete, NY. A book is available but not required.
518TA Privacy, Property, and Free Speech: Law and the Constitution in the 21st Century: The proliferation of intrusive new
technologies is putting many of our presumed freedoms in jeopardy. Today, it’s easier to think that we have far more privacy and
other personal rights than we in fact do. Only by educating ourselves about the current state of the law and the risks posed by our own
inventions can we develop an informed opinion about how we can protect ourselves. Taught by Professor Jeffery Rosen of George
Washington University, Great Courses. Facilitated by Fahim Ahmed, retired CEO of World Wide Telecom. Fahim managed the
deployment and operation of large telecommunication systems, where the subject of privacy and security of private
communications is of paramount importance.
*423TA PAINT WITH ME (3 HOUR Impressionistic Painting Class): Join me, Fred Legg, in a journey to create
"ADVANCED" Acrylic Paintings". (Requirements: 2 years of "Beginners/Intermediate- 423TB Classes or approval from
instructor - email: felegg@gmail.com or (cell) 321-544-9658). You will need the following materials for each class: One 16 x 20"
Canvas, Desk Top Portable Easel, Table cover, Six Brushes (2" Hake, No.10 Bristle brush, No.6 Bristle brush, No. 4 Flat Sable, No. 4
Script Brush, and No. 4 Round Sable), 12 Acrylic paints - =>2.5 fl oz. tubes (Gesso or Titanium White, Orange, Dark Green, Yellow,
Burnt Sienna, Dark Blue, Dark Purple, Blue, Burnt Umber, Thalo - Yellow-Green, Red and Turquoise). This course will continue
your growth as an acrylic artist, learning; Perspective, Landscape, Light, Adventure, Color, inspiration..and more. Paper plates, Vine
Charcoal, towels, spray bottles, water containers will be provided. Fred Legg will facilitate this art appreciation series. Fred Legg is a
professional artist who specializes in Still Life, Murals, and Landscapes using Acrylics and Water Mixed Oils. For those that want to
look at his paintings, check out the following: www.artbylegg.wordpress.com/, https://www.facebook.com/Fine-Art-By-Fred-Legg286401521394132/

10:00 a.m.
201TB YOGA: Yoga is an ancient system for calming the mind, stretching and strengthening the body and connecting to one's inner
being. In each class, there is focus on breathing, learning and practicing the poses, and a short meditation at the end. Your yoga
instructor will be Elana Meier. Please bring a yoga mat.
437TB Mah Jongg: This is a fascinating rummy like game played with tiles rather than cards. The game originated in China, dating
back to the time of Confucius. It is played with 3 to 5 players. The National Mah Jongg League sells cards with a description of hands
for the players to follow. It is a thinking game, yet so much fun. So… Lets learn to play! Taught by Judy Carr.
814TB ITALIAN: Our friend, Marcello Vici returns for this one (1) hour session of his popular class. Using the book “ITALIAN IN
10 MINUTES A DAY,” he takes us on a visit to Italy – well at least in our minds. Born in Italy, but living here since 1951, he has
never forgotten his native language and now shares this joy with all of us. Come learn some basic expressions, grammar, counting,
etc., and join the FUN!
*383TB Historical and Jewish Context of the Synoptic Gospels-Continued: For most of the history of Christianity the Gospels
have been read and studied for their religious message and especially for their theological import. For the last 200 years, greater
attention has been paid to re-searching these scriptures with the goal of better understanding them in their original context. We will
explore several major stories and themes in the Synoptic Gospels (Matthew, Mark and Luke) in light of their ancient historical and
Jewish context. Class taught by Rabbi Richard Margolis.
631TB HOW TO WRITE AND PUBLISH YOUR FIRST NOVEL: Jim Nelson wrote his first novel at the age of 60. He now
has 7 full length novels published. This course will show you how to utilize the 5 essential novel writing components to create your
first book. You will learn how to develop characters, how to structure your scenes to maximize reader involvement, and how to turn
your initial premise into 300 + page work.
524TB The History of the Supreme Court: Over the years since its first session in 1790, the United States Supreme Court has
risen from a body with little power and prestige to become the most powerful and prestigious judicial court in the world. Its
decisions have profoundly shaped American law but also our society. Join Bill Scott and the Teaching Company in exploring the
ruling of the court. A note from Bill Scott: “I consider this one of the most important and interesting courses that I have
presented.”
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Tuesday Classes Continued
10:00 a.m.
626TB Archeology of Ancient Rome: The course examines the origins and technologies used in the study of ancient Rome.
Beginning with a discussion on methodologies the course also examines studies of specific sites such as a Roman city, farm, bath
as well as the site of one of Rome's battlefields. The course will include DVDs as well as discussion. The course leader will be Dr.
Ralph Schuiling.
*538TB The Canterbury Tales: Chaucer's raunchy, rowdy tales about courtly love and treachery in modern highly readable
English. Tempted? Come read The Canterbury Tales with Dr. Edna Crandall. I will use The Canterbury Tales/Geoffrey
Chaucer/a new translation by Burton Raffel, 2008 Modern Library ed., easily found on Amazon. We will end our class with a
Medieval food pot luck dinner and a movie.
211TB Posturcize: Led by Jan Harazda, RN (RN936802), LMT (MA#24421)"The gym class we should have had!" Learn simple
and fun exercises that improve your posture and movement, and may even relieve neck, back, shoulder or other joint pain. Janet
has been teaching Posturcize to groups and individuals for 25 years.

11:00 a.m.
*574TC The Industrial Revolution: Throughout most of world history, nearly everyone has been poor, life expectancy has been
short, and famine has been a frequent visitor. Today, many parts of the world are so wealthy that the specter of poverty is regarded
not as normal but as a special problem that ought to be eliminated. The single greatest cause of this increase in the world’s wealth
has been industrialization. No other way out of this collective poverty has yet been discovered. Why was industrialization so
important to the improvement in living conditions, and an increased level of wealth, health, and happiness for much of the worlds’
population? Where did it start, how did it happen, and what were the results? Dr. Patrick N Allitt of Emory University will present
this Great Course lecture. Discussion led by Craig Curran.
809TC Intermediate Spanish: Join Monsie Woehler, a native speaker, in this course that follows Beginning Spanish and learn
more about the magical world of the Spanish Language. A new book will be used entitled: Practice Makes Perfect by Jean Yates
and published by McGraw Hill. It is available on Amazon.
*565TB America’s Unwritten Constitution - Professor Akhil Amor, Sterling Professor of Law and Political Science at Yale Law
School will teach us some of the basic tools and techniques for constitutional interpretation. We will go beyond the text of the U.S.
Constitution, in this fascinating series of lectures, but still remaining faithful to it. The Constitution will be examined by looking at
the issues the nation was dealing with at the time of the passage’s adoption. You might say we will be putting ourselves in the
framer’s shoes. We will find ourselves reading between the lines and extracting from the text things that are implicit but not expressly
stated. We will explore a number of unremunerated rights that exist simply because Americans embody these rights in their
everyday lives. Owning pets, using contraception, testifying at one’s own trial, none of these are explicitly mentioned in the
text of the Constitution, yet today, they are recognized as protected fundamental rights. Professor Amor explains why. This
course will be facilitated by Joel Sturman
631TC Writing Critique Group: Prerequisite - Must have attended the How to Write Your First Novel Class. Class is taught by
Jim Nelson.
449TC LEARN TO KNIT: Knitting has many benefits. It can lower stress, improve focus, help arthritic fingers remain more
dexterous and other health benefits. Knitting can be a highly social and enjoyable activity. Learn basic techniques of knitting.
Learn to cast on stitches, knit stitch, purl stitch, increase, decrease and bind off. Learn to read a basic pattern. Continental Knitting
style will be taught by Laurie Liguori.
418TC Frontier Florida and Today’s Travel: A look at Florida’s rich past of Exploration, Ranching, Land and the
Environment of Today. The festivals, parks and landmarks that are available to see throughout the State now which
preserve the early days. The emergence of Culinary Florida including Floribbean Restaurants and the current Farm to
Fresh movement including the emergence and current state of agriculture here and throughout the travel world. Field
trips to some of the sights will be made available. Contact Lee Rosenkranz, CTC (Certified Travel Counselor) for a
syllabus at floridagreeters@yahoo.com or www.dayawaytravelclub.com.
208TC QIGONG: Qigong is an ancient Chinese healing art that involves a slow and simple series of exercises. It is a form of Tai
Chi. Research indicates that these exercises can help reduce stress, relieve pain, promote flexibility, eliminate sleep problems,
improve balance & concentration/mental focus, and aid in relaxation. Students can sit or stand. Class is led by Bette Buck.
202TC CHAIR YOGA: This gentle movement class is perfect for those uncomfortable working on the floor. We sit in a chair or
use it for support to modify the poses enhancing flexibility. Release tension and lubricate the joints as you improve balance and
increase strength and stamina. Do only what fits you. All are welcome. Chairs will be provided. Elana Meier will be the instructor.
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Tuesday Classes Continued
12:30 p.m.
*572TD A Country Made by War: The U.S.-Mexican War, 1846-1848: A Country Made by War: The U.S.-Mexican War of
1846-1848. In this term, we take up where we left off in the last term. We will cover the marches of Wool and Doniphan into northern
Mexico, and the march of Kearney into New Mexico and on to California and the events and battles in California. Historian Dick
Davis will teach the course.
802TD BEGINNING FRENCH: Learn to speak French, the language of France, Quebec, Martinique, etc. with a certified
teacher. Did you take French and can’t speak it? Come and have fun! We are using the book E-Z FRENCH by Kendris and
Kendris, published by Barron. It is available in bookstores and online. Class is taught by Jeanne Nicolucci.
806TD Don Quijote de la Mancha, written by Miguel de Cervantes – a classic novel of Spanish literature:. Join this class to
read some of the adventures of Don Quijote and Sancho Panza. We will be using a small reader in Spanish. This class is geared
to intermediate level Spanish students. Class size is limited. The class will be conducted by Monsie Woehler, a Spanish teacher
from Puerto Rico with vast experience teaching pre-school students as well as elementary through college Spanish courses. Used
books are available on Amazon.

Wednesday Classes
9:00 a.m.
405WA Personal Finance Discussion Group: Dave Riches will be leading this open discussion about all things financial. The
class will discuss the pros and cons of every financial decision presented to today’s seniors: Stock Market Terms, From US Bonds to
Lottery, From Penny Stocks to Blue Chips, Debit Cards versus Credit Cards, Savings, Annuities and Reverse Mortgages. Dave is a
retired Aerospace Engineer who learned to become financially independent through wise investments.
*132WA World Economy Since the 1400s: This class is a 48 week long class (6 SAIL sessions). Come join us for any or all
sessions! This class revolves around the economics that man/womankind structured his/her environment in the past around methods of
providing food, shelter and clothing. The course focuses on the ways that people and societies provided for themselves by looking
at what they produce, how they produce it and how said production is distributed. The point of view is from the European, or
Western, perspective. This is because the modern world economy has been dominated by Western ideas and ideals. Class
discussion will be led by Kevin Evans.
417WA BEGINNING BRIDGE: This class is designed for those who are just beginning to learn the game along with those who feel
they need a refresher in the basics. Warren Retzlaff will be working with you to develop your skills so that by the fifth week you
should be able to play on your own.
423WA PAINT WITH ME (3 Hour Impressionistic Painting Class): Join me, Fred Legg, in a journey to create
"Beginner/Intermediate Acrylic Paintings". Capture your joy by creating something from nothing with just the stroke of a paint
brush. Bring your appetite to learn and develop a skill you will use, and enjoy for years to come! You will need the following
materials: One "16 x 20" Canvas, Desk Top Portable Easel, Table cover, Six Brushes (2" Hake, No.10 Bristle brush, No.6 Bristle
brush, No. 4 Flat Sable, No. 4 Script Brush, and No. 4 Round Sable), 12 Acrylic paints - =>2.5 fl oz. tubes (Gesso or Titanium White,
Orange, Dark Green, Yellow, Burnt Sienna, Dark Blue, Dark Purple, Blue, Burnt Umber, Thalo - Yellow-Green, Red and Turquoise).
Paper plates, Vine Charcoal, towels, spray bottles, water containers will be provided. Fred Legg will facilitate this art appreciation
series. Fred Legg is a professional artist who specializes in Still Life, Murals, and Landscapes using Acrylics and Water Mixed Oils.
For those that want to look at his paintings, check out the following: www.artbylegg.wordpress.com/,
https://www.facebook.com/Fine-Art-By-Fred-Legg-286401521394132/
706WA Magic for Grandparents: You will learn simple tricks with everyday objects like playing cards: make playing cards
magically change places, handkerchiefs: turn a handkerchief into a playful mouse, napkins: tear a napkin to shreds and magically
restore it, salt shakers: make a salt shaker pass through a solid , dollar bills, and rubber bands. You will also learn some mentalist
tricks. Come learn some magic with Joe Massimini and watch your grandchildren be in awe!

10:00 a.m.
461WB Cribbage Play (2 HOUR CLASS-Stay the whole time or play for an hour): Cribbage is one of the best two-hand games and one of the most enduring card games. If you have always wondered about cribbage and would like to learn, sign up for the
class and have fun pegging! Class is led by Phyllis Day who is a retired teacher and member of the American Cribbage Congress.
551WB America in the Gilded Age: This course examines the half century defined as the Gilded Age (1865-1920), one of the
most important periods in American history. The Gilded Age as the name suggest, was in many ways a golden time. This exciting
period saw spectacular advances in industrial output and technological innovation that transformed the United States from a
predominantly agricultural nation to the world’s most formidable industrial power by 1900. We will be using Teaching Company
material with as always some time for discussion. Class will be led by Bill Scott.
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Wednesday Classes Continued
10:00 a.m.
413WB ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING: Led by Carol Roberts - Do you say “Yes” when you really want to say “No”? Can you
say “NO” without feeling guilty? This course will teach appropriate methods of asserting oneself without bullying others or allowing
them to bully you. We will focus on effective communication skills in various situations, and values clarification exercises will be an
important part of the curriculum. Carol Roberts is a licensed mental health counselor and taught this class at BCC for many years.
*561WB History’s Greatest Voyages of Exploration: This course spotlights the motivations for exploration throughout
history: religious impulses, pursuit of commerce, desire for conquest, investigation for scientific knowledge, and genetic
wanderlust. A key theme includes the fact that one journey, even if a failure, can produce a multitude of others. Join us on our
travels as we go around the world with Magellan and learn about globalization in the 16th century; hear about the ruthless
ambitions of the Conquistadors; search with Henry Hudson in his near-death pursuit of a Northwest passage; follow Captain
Cook to his demise in the South Pacific and join in the travails of Lewis and Clarke in the Northwest. Around the world and into
space – come along! Taught by Professor Vejas Liulevicius, Great Courses and facilitated by Vicki Simms.
416WB INTERMEDIATE BRIDGE (2 HOUR CLASS): This is your opportunity to improve your game simply by playing. Dr.
Arthur Pappas and Dave Riches will be guiding this group and they will introduce some of the more advanced conventions such as
Staymen, transfers, weak two’s and steps. The 1st hour is instructional and the 2nd hour is bridge play with instruction as needed.
Players from BEGINNING BRIDGE will be welcome to join in.
*429WB Self-Defense Concepts, Applications and Skills (2 HOUR CLASS): A 16 hour conceptual, application and skills
development course dealing with common attacks and defenses for the non-athletic person. The class will consist of a first hour
lecture and practical application during the second hour. Presenter - Ron Kazoroski, 5th degree black belt in Kozuma-Kai
Japanese Karate-do and former police chief.

11:00 a.m.
435WC Current Events: This course is intended to be a series of presentations on emerging issues that may impact our
lives. With the new year, such things as tax reform, "free speech on campus, and perhaps health insurance may well be areas to
explore. Classes are intended to include background presentation of the issues and developments that are relevant and are then
open to discussions for the balance of the time.. Typically there is only one issue a week, and differences of perspective are
encouraged. However, slogans, labels and such are not welcome. For example, rather than calling the IRS "socialist", one
could say it is inefficient, too open to political manipulation, or too often counterproductive. Jim Thompson is the moderator.
*603WC BOOK LOVERS CIRCLE: Participants will decide how many and what kind of books to read during the Winter
Session. The first few weeks may be devoted to reading a book written by a local author, maybe even one of the participants. Each
week we will discuss aspects of the genre and the writing. We will also discuss the overall pleasure, or not, of reading the chosen
book. Rules for participation: Read the book, or at least seven chapters; keep some notes; limit your speaking so that everyone has an
opportunity. Discussion will be led by Sarina Rose.
*549WC THE IRISH IDENTITY, INDEPENDENCE, HISTORY. AND LITERATURE: This class will use a Great Courses
Lecture Series to tell the story of the Celtic Literary Revival that began in the late 19th century. The course will wander
through the full arc of Irish history, fantasy, literature and misrule; Its origins in the romantic mists and myths of the pre-Celtic and
pagan Celtic era. The Roman cultural invasion originating with Palladius (Patrick got the credit). Viking raids and settlements, and
700 years of strife following the arrival of the Anglo-Normans. Eventual BREXIT and the pusillanimous politics of the Irish Republic.
The "Full Monty" is 36 lectures, this term will take us from Neolithic monuments to post famine playwrights. The usual handouts
replete with pithy epigrams, and diversions of Irish origin will be provided. Sean Raghallaigh will be the presenter and John Riley
will facilitate the discussion.
807WC Conversational Spanish: Isabel Ochoa-Youssef will present conversation at the intermediate level, centered upon
everyday situations: shopping, visiting the doctor, travel, hotels and restaurants, etc. Senora Isabel is a native speaker. A great
chance to sharpen your ear and polish your accent ! Textbook is Spanish Made Simple by Eugene Jackson and Antonio Rubio.
*647WC Words, words, words…Part 3: Helen Bennett will continue the class on English word origins, with help from Professor
Anne Curzan of the University of Michigan. The lectures are fact-filled as well as funny, as Dr. Curzan explains how English is
a hodge-podge of many languages, just as our country comprises people from all over the world. If you care about language
and how people communicate, this class is a must! No need to have taken earlier classes.
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Wednesday Classes Continued
12:30 p.m.
809WD Beginning Spanish: Join Isabel Ochoa-Youssef, a retired Spanish teacher in the New York public school system, in this
introductory course to the magical world of the Spanish Language. Elementary vocabulary and grammar will help you begin your
study of this most important language. The textbook is See it and Say it in Spanish. The price is $7.50. (see registration form).
502WD American Foreign Policy: This class will continue its exploration and discussion of issues in American foreign policy.
The first week we will discuss foreign policy events between last term and this one. Each week thereafter the moderator will distribute
an issue paper to be discussed the following week. Dick Davis will be the moderator.
*114WD The Brain In Addiction. Addiction is an epidemic that affects all of us, either directly or indirectly. The purpose of this
course is to gain a better understanding of how addiction works within the brain itself. We will discuss the natural reward system
within the brain and how that is changed by drugs and behaviors. The specific effects of several addictive drugs (such as alcohol,
opioids, and cocaine) on receptors within the brain will be described. We will view the DVD titled “The Addictive Brain” by
Professor Thad A. Polk, a part of the series of The Great Courses”. Professor Polk makes this complex subject easily understood by
the lay person. This class will be led by Dr. Roger Johnson, retired Professor of Anatomy and Neuroscience.

SAIL Memorial Donations
In Loving Memory of:
Monnia Ahmed Donated by Fahim Ahmed
JJ Ambridge Donated by Dottie and Eddie Hudak, Matt McPartland and Joanne Pue
James Donnely Donated by Helen Pomata
Frank Kitchel Donated by Edna Crandall, Marilyn Kitchel and Matt McPartland
Paul G. Martin Donated by Paul Martin
Jack Rickling Donated by Judy Rickling
Howard Schwartz Donated by Eleanor Schwartz

In Loving Memory of:
Carol Gadd
Jan Heuston
Dolores Patterson
Betty Stang
Beloved “students” and friends of Tessa Scarboro
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